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Matchmakereft
And its future developments



A VERY LONG PROJECT FINALLY REACHED PUBLICATION, 
SEE e-Print: 2112.10787 [hep-ph]  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.10787


Leonard Cohen was still alive when we started (I checked)



WEBSITE OF THE PROJECT

https://ftae.ugr.es/matchmakereft/

THERE IS A GITLAB PAGE, GOOD 
FOR CLONING AND RAISING 
ISSUES.

YOU CAN INSTALL IT WITH PIP… …OR CONDA



RGEs, a special kind of 
matching

Redundant operators 
treated the same as in 
matching

Tadpoles and their treatment

2. Computing the one loop RGEs of a model

Off-shell matching

Background field gauge

Reduction to physical basis

γ5 and its treatment

limitations

1. Matching a UV model to an EFT model at tree-
level and one loop
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ON-SHELL MATCHING: AMPLITUDES ARE 
MATCHED, ALL DIAGRAMS ARE PRESENT, ALL 
MOMENTA ARE ON-SHELL

OFF-SHELL MATCHING: 1LPI GREEN’S FUNCTIONS 
ARE MATCHED, ALL MOMENTA ARE OFF-SHELL

Off-shell matching
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HARD REGION EXPANSION: a diagram of the UV 
theory

Its hard region has new singularities

On the other hand the EFT diagrams have no heavy 
scale: they vanish upon expansion

…the UV singularities cancel the IR singularities
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…so schematically, the IR structure of the hard region of the UV 
diagrams is in fact the UV structure of the EFT diagrams. The same 
applies for any finite term that originates from poles times epsilon

Off-shell matching



OFF-SHELL MATCHING, the price to pay: redundant 
operators in the EFT model are necessary
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""
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t 1.physical
redundant by e.am
-
complete Green basis

Using e.am { bi}→ { Ci } [ user supplied info]

This means that the EFT Lagrangian, as specified in the 
corresponding Feynrules file has redundant operators, 
here alphaRtilde and alphaRhat…

…and the reduction relations must be declared in 
a .red file

Off-shell matching



The background field gauge is employed for all gauge 
fields

• Gauge fields are split in background 
fields (that do not propagate in the 
loop) and quantum fields (that appear 
in the loop). 


• The gauge is chosen such that the 
terms in L that contain only background 
fields are gauge invariant. 


• Vertices with gauge bosons and ghosts 
are modified


• The great advantage: the gauge 
invariance of the results in intermediate 
steps and at the final result is built in

The corresponding fields are declared in .fr files

Background Field gauge



Usual problems with the definition of 
gamma matrices in DimReg. 

• Worse than normal: when computing 
cross-sections one has to use a 
consistent scheme himself.


• Here, we compute Wilson 
coefficients to be used in one-loop 
computations by someone else. 

γ5 and its treatment
Particularly annoying

?



γ5 - ambiguities are present in closed fermion loops. 
At one loop and with a renormalizable UV model, one 
can get away with fixing a posteriori the ambiguity, 
using hermitianity of the operators.

γ5 and its treatment



γ5 - ambiguity when specifying the Wilson coefficient When performing one loop computations with the EFT with 
this coefficient, there is an identical ambiguity from the 
triangle loop (not fixed by anomaly cancelation)
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same ambiguity

One can see the ambiguity as a scheme dependence. 
We would like to avoid the cancelation and we set the 
ambiguous part to zero by fiat. It would be nice to 
have a γ5-scheme that does the job. ‘Naive’ γ5 
prescription depends on wisely selecting a starting 
point for the trace, tHV has complications in 
implementation. 

γ5 and its treatment



Input for constructing a model

A feynrules file  **.fr A group theory info file  **.gauge If it’s an EFT, we also need a .red file



MatchingResults.dat
MatchingResults={Green,Normalized,Physical}

Green={Tree,Loop} Normalized={Tree,Loop} Physical={Tree,Loop}

Tree={Result,Problems} Loop={Result,Problems}

Workflow and results



Matchmaker Demo

UV theory: SM + a vector-like, EW singlet, lepton

EFT theory: SMEFT6



Limitations of Matchmaker
• γ5 issues: require renormalizable UV model (but warning is 

issued)

• The matching for SMEFT is done in the unbroken phase, so 

the translation to the broken phase should follow (and is done 
by the user)


• The Green basis and the reduction to the physical basis are 
required from the user.


• No new heavy gauge boson are allowed in the loops



A special kind of matching

A theory with only

light particles

Same theory including

 redundant operators

“UV model” “eft model”

Normally the hard region expansion of the “UV” would 
vanish
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…but we retain the UV poles only (no finite parts) …the “matching coefficients” are now renormalization 

constants and then standard techniques lead to beta’s 

alpha6 -> a6 - (15*a4*a6*invepsilonbar)/(32*Pi^2), 

     

\[Beta][alpha6] -> (15*a4*a6)/(16*Pi^2)

RGE mode: computing anomalous dimensions



Redundant operators

• Treated exactly the same way 
as before: they are removed 
during the reduction to the 
physical basis.


• This is guaranteed to always 
work: redundant operators 
renormalize among themselves, 
they can always be eliminated 
from anomalous dim matrix

The command to invoke is 

compute_rge_model_to_eft UV_model_MM eft_model_MM

Output as before: MatchingResult.dat Special output in RGE mode: RGEresult.dat 

RGE mode: computing anomalous dimensions



Tadpoles

If there are tadpoles in the theory (due to trilinear interactions), Matchmakereft 
will include their contributions to matching and anomalous dimensions, even if 
there is no corresponding tadpole term declared in the Lagrangian. 


Redefinition of the fields to remove tadpole contributions are left (as an exercise) 
to the user. 


See example in paper on how to correctly compute the running



Future developments
a wish list

• Support for spin-2 fields


• Flavor for heavy massive particles: a nightmare of indices in propagators, indices 
that repeat more than twice etc.


• Extension to dim-8 matching at one loop


• Incorporating heavy spin-1 gauge bosons


• Improvements in performance: possibility to run in parallel when the number of 
diagrams necessary is large, e.g. phi^6 or phi^8. Also possible to speed up by 
recognising diagrams that are identical up to momentum mappings, e.g.  s<->t or 
s<->u replacements, using mapping recognition routines in form.


• Support at least tHV as a general approach to gamma5 treatment


• Extension to two loops



Future developments
Two loops

• Starting from two-loop RGEs.

• Brute force the BPHZ algorithm: the nested singularities cancel if the one loop 

counterterms are included

• Check: dedicated FORM program that computes the anomalous dimensions by 

employing the R* operation, by Ben Ruijl

• (successfully reproduces the two loop QCD anomalous dimensions and more, in dev.)

• Evanescent operators and mixing overload will be foreseeable bottlenecks



At two loops we need a new master integral (sunset) after the hard expansion is performed

The tensor reduction needs a bit more attention than at 
one loop, but this is all known technology

No obvious bottleneck appears in the expansion and 
loop integral computation. After that, the real fun begins!



A toy model with scalars only, using Matchmakereft 
infrastructure: 2-point function … and four-point function



THANK YOU FOR YOUR ATTENTION AND REMEMBER: 

We are all more than happy to work with you to extend the features and capabilities of 
Matchmakereft


